
Pearls and Praising God
Becoming a Gateway for Jesus' presence



Pearls & 
Praising God

1. Praise Leads us to shame deliverance
 
 2. Tension or problems can form the gates 
to God's presence 
 
3. The community of the redeemed gives 
the World access to Jesus 



Praise Leads to Shame 
Deliverance

- Psalm 24:1-10 vs 7 Is the Key to your 
breakthrough this season! "Lift up your heads, you 
gates; be lifted up, you ancient doors, that the King 
of glory may come in."
 
- How? By keeping our heads lifted up and our 
gates open
 
- This is dulled when we keep our eyes on 
ourselves/circumstances rather than God
 
- Shame is demolished through Praise
 
- We can worship and not lift our heads up. This is 
still operating out of shame, but God wants us to lift 
our head to Him



Praise Leads to Shame 
Deliverance

- Shame is actually a form of Pride, when we think 
we are too much for Jesus we're telling Him what 
He can and Cannot do
 
- Self-pity will take away our praise. God isn't 
attracted to self-pity but to a lifted head
 
- We can't use the mindsets of the Earth to move 
the resources of Heaven
 
- The plan of Jesus was set before we 
acknowledged we had a problem. If Human need 
moved God then the poor nations of last year 
would be rich the next year
 
- We need to look at what He's done and praise Him 
for it



Tension/Problems can form the 
Gates into God's presence 

- Revelation 21:21, 12 The pearls are access points to Heaven
 
- Pearls are created through irritation/pain/surrounding
 
- Takes time to come to completion but it's beautiful when it 
finally does
 
- Big problems = Big Pearls
 
 
 
 



Tension/Problems can form the 
Gates into God's presence 

- The gate is what we choose to do with our problem, and 
praise opens the gate
 
- When we put our focus on Him, our Gate lifts up
 
- Our lives are meant to form gates of Praise, every time a 
problem comes there should be praise. This provides a way for 
others to come through as well
 
- The tension is focusing on somethin nicer than the problem
 
- Enter His courts with thanksgiving and Praise. Paul & Silas got 
out through Praise, they not only got out, but the other 
cellmates as well
 
 



Tension/Problems can form the 
Gates into God's presence 

- Responding to problems with Praise will result in Freedom
 
- Revelation 21:21, 12 Disciples , 12 Nations (Gods Kingdom)
 
- 12 Tribes = 12 Access points to Gods Kingdom in Old 
Testament and 12 disciples = New Testament version
 
- Ezekiel 48:30-34
 
- Jesus is the Largest Pearl
 
 



The Commmunity of the redeemed is 
meant to give access to Jesus



The Commmunity of the 
redeemed is meant to give 

access to Jesus
- Freely we have received, freely we must give
 
- Let people see the problems but also allow them to 
see Jesus that stands behind you
 
- We can say " I have a problem, but God!
 
- At the end of time, we will be laying down all of our 
Pearls
 
- Matthew 7:13 The Gate is One



The Commmunity of the 
redeemed is meant to give 

access to Jesus
- It's easy to give access to the World, Being an access 
to Heaven is special and few give it
 
- Proverbs 8:13 Wisdom on how to behave as 
Christians
 
- Crossroads are our choices, allow Wisdom would 
lead you
 
- When someone comes to their crossroads, will you 
be the embodiment of Wisdom + Jesus ?
 
- Wisdom is crying out, where do we want to stand 
when the end comes? Is my life snatching souls from 
the flames of Hell?



Extra Nuggets
* Our lives are meant to create Gates of Praise, 
not just for us but for others as well
 
* The 12 Gates are there to invite us in, in the 
natural having 12 Gates around a building 
would be terrible to keep out/be a defence. 
That's because God isn't trying to keep us out, 
He wants us to have as many 
opportunity/access points to come inside as 
there can be
 
*We need to open the gates of our hearts, the 
defence mechanisms that we've created need to 
life. Let your gaurd down and let Jesus in
 
* There are many gates because God wants us 
to come in.
 



 
If you have any questions please contact us here at 

www.refreshingwindministries.com


